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Ansrucr
The averagestructure of mullite with approximate composition SiOr.2AlrO, has been
refined using single-crystalneutron ditrraction data. A split-site model for both tetrahedral
and O positions was refined in order to reflect the local structural variation arising from
both O-vacancy and Al-Si ordering. The resulting local atomic configurationsare similar
to those found in the related, but commensurate, phases sillimanite (AlrSiOr) and
,{15(803)06.The intensities of satellite reflectionsat positions t/zc** QL*,where 4 r 0.30
were also measuredusing single-crystalneutron diffraction. Analysis by Pattersonmethods
demonstrates that these satellites arise from an incommensurate modulation involving
two ordering patterns. The diference structuresconesponding to these ordering patterns
have symmetriesP"nnm and P"bnm.Both require ordering of Al and Si over the tetrahedral
sites within the mullite structure, and the \nnm ordering also includes the ordering of O
atoms and vacancieson one O atom site, which also drives Al ordering between the T
and T* tetrahedral sites. The results demonstrate that the mullite structure is very well
ordered on a local scale,with a correspondinglow configurational entropy.

INrnonucrroN
The characterization of the state of order of a crystalline substanceis necessaryto complete its thermodynamic description. For example, changesin the ordering of
Al and Si can have profound effectson the entropy and
enthalpy of aluminosilicates. Many stoichiometric minerals undergo simple order-disorder transitions that are
relatively well understood. However, when the phase is
a solid solution and, therefore, of variable stoichiometry,
a simple ordering pattern may not exist. Many solid solutions unmix at low temperatures into either the stoichiometric ordered end-members, or two phasesof intermediate composition that are able to develop simple
ordering patterns. A third type of behavior is exhibited
by severalimportant minerals, including plagioclasefeldspars and mullite. In these phases,intermediate compositions contain ordering patterns that are modulated
through the structure with repeat periods that are not, in
general, a simple multiple of the periodicity of the underlying lattice. Suchphasesare termed incommensurate,
and it is the purpose of this paper to demonstrate that
such structures are indeed very well ordered.
Heine and McConnell (1984) showed that the phase
transition in insulators from a high-temperature disordered phase to a low-temperature incommensurately ordered phase may be describedin terms of a substructure
0003-004x/91/0304-0332$02.00

overlain by an incommensuratesuperstructure.The scattering density within the incommensurate crystal may then
be written as
p(l + r) : p.""(r) + p,(r)cosq'l + pr(r)sinq'l

(l)

where r is the position vector within a unit cell. The term
p","(r) is the part ofthe scatteringdensity that is identical
in every unit cell of the structure and is therefore the
underlying substructure or average structure of the material. The two ordering schemesrequired by theory are
representedby the difference structures p,(r) and pr(r),
and theseare modulated in quadrature through the structure by the sine and cosineterms, which include the wave
vector of the modulation, q, and the lattice vector of each
unit cell, l. These two difference structuresare commensurate in themselves,so the analysis of the satellite diffraction intensities arising from these ordering schemes
does not require the use ofarbitrary supercellsalong the
wave vector of the modulation, as the incommensurate
nature of the structure is accounted for by the sine and
cosine terms in Equation l. Further discussion of the
physics underlying this analysis may be found in Heine
and McConnell (1984).
Fourier inversion ofEquation I to obtain the diffracted
intensities from an incommensuratecrystal requires that
phasefactors q .l be replacedby continuous phasefactors
q'Q + r):
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p(t + r) : p"""(r) + p'i(r)cosq.(l + r)
+ pi(r)sin q'(l + r).
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the average structure by applying crystal chemical rea(2) soning and by comparing the averagestructure with the
known structures of two closely related, stoichiometric
The p"""(r) is then the structure obtained by refinement ordered structures. The arrangement of these local clususing the Bragg diffraction intensity alone, whereas the ters within the crystal is given by the diflerencestructures
two difference structures p',(r) and p'r(r), not the same p,(r) and pr(r), and, we show, by use of Patterson funcas p, (r) and p, (r), contribute only to the intensities ofthe
tions, that only certain ordering patterns are compatible
satellites.Either description of the modulated structure is with the observed satellite intensity data. Given the
formally correct (McConnell and Heine, 1984), but one equivalence(Simmons and Heine, 1987) of this analysis
or the other may be more useful in obtaining a physical of incommensurate structureswith the superspacegroup
picture of the atomic anangements within the crystal. approach(e.g.,de Wolffet al., 198l), theseresultsshould
When there is no correlation between the occupancies provide the starting point for a suitable four-dimensional
and the positions of different atomic sites, the ordering refinement.
schemesp( (r) and p! (r), obtained directly by Fourier inversion ofthe satellite intensities,are the appropriate deExpnnrprnxr^lr,
scription. However, if crystal chemical considerationsreThe mullite crystal used in this study was from the
quire that the same phase factor applies to an extended sample denoted by Cameron (1977) as no. 5, a portion
group or cluster of atoms, the local arrangementsof at- of which was usedfor the X-ray studiesreported by Angel
oms (i.e., occupanciesand positions) are then described and Prewitt (1986, 1987).The analysisreportedby Camby p,(r) and pr(r), obtained from pi(r) and p!(r) by
eron (1977) indicates that the crystal contains less than
0.02 wto/oTiO, and approximately 0. I wtoloFerO, and
p, (r) : pi(r)cosq.r + pi(r)sin q.r
to :r : 0.40(l) in the
p,(r): p!(r)cosq-r - pi(r)sin q.r.
(3) has a composition corresponding
formula Al2[Al2*2"Sir-r"]O,o-,. The satellite diffraction
The first application of the methods outlined by peaks in this sample are significantly less sharp than the
McConnell and Heine (1984, 1985b)to the analysisof an Bragg reflections and correspond to maxima in the comincommensurate structure was to X-ray diffraction data plex diffuse scattering from this particular sample (Welcollectedfrom mullite (Angel and Prewitt, 1986, 1987). berry and Withers, 1990). However, this was the only
In briel the averagestructure was obtained by conven- sample available in sufrciently large singlecrystalsto entional refinement using only Bragg diffraction data, and able us to carry out neutron diffraction studies, and we
the satellite diffraction intensities were analyzed sepa- believe that the results obtained are generally applicable
rately by the construction of plus and minus diference to other members of the mullite solid solution that disPatterson functions (McConnell and Heine, 1984) from play sharp satellite diffraction maxima. A single crystal
which the two differencestructureswere derived. Despite of approximate volume 13 mm3 (Table l) was used to
the general successof this work, some uncertainties re- measuresatellite intensity data, but becauseof severeexgarding the details of the ordering patterns remained be- tinction effects on the Bragg reflections, a smaller fragcause of the difficulty of distinguishing between Al and ment, 1.08 mm3 in volume, cut from this crystal was used
Si with X-ray diffraction data. Furthermore, the ordering to measure the Bragg diffraction data.
patterns reported by Angel and Prewitt (1987) correNeutron diffraction data were measuredwith an autosponded to those of Equation 2, whereas,becausetetra- mated four-circle diffractometer on beam line H6 of the
hedral site occupanciesand the displacementsof other O high flux beam reactor at Brookhaven National Laboraatoms must be correlatedwith O-vacancyordering on the tory. A neutron beam was obtained from the 002 reflecOc of the mullite structure (e.g., Burnham, 1964; Yliition of a Be monochromator.The wavelengthof 1.0353(1)
Jiiiiski and Nissen, 1983;Angel and Prewitt, 1987;Wel- A was determined by a least-squaresfit of sin'z0 data for
berry and Withers, 1990), the correct interpretation of a KBr referencecrystal [a : 6.60000(13)A at 25 "C].
the incommensurateordering in mullite should be based Lattice parametersof mullite were determined by a leastupon ordering schemesof the type describedin Equation l.
squaresfit of sin, 0 data for 32 reflections. These differ
We have therefore undertaken a neutron diffraction significantly from those determined in the previous X-ray
study of mullite with the intention of resolving the ques- experiments (Table l), a difference we attribute to the
tion of Al-Si distribution within the structure and cor- poorer peak profiles obtained from the crystal usedin this
recting any erroneous conclusions that may have arisen study. All bond lengths and anglesreported in this paper
from the use of the inappropriate interpretation of the were therefore calculatedwith the X-ray cell parameters.
ordering schemesin the previous analysis by Angel and
Intensity data were measuredwfih 0/20step scans,with
Prewitt (1987). Following the methodology implied by the counts at each step accumulatedfor a preset number
both Equations I and 2, we describethe averagestructure of monitor counts of the direct beam. Fixed scan widths
of mullite refined using Bragg neutron diffraction data in 20 were used for reflections with sin 0/>,< 0.45 A-',
measuredwith a large single crystal. This averagestruc- and variable scan widths calculated from an empirical
ture includes several partially occupied sites. The local dispersion relationship were used for reflectionswith sin
arrangement of atoms within the structure is deducedfrom 0/^, > 0.45 A-'. The intensities of two standard reflec-
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TABLE1. Crystallographic
data for mullite
A: Unit-cell dala
^ (A)
a (A)
b (A)
c (A)
B: Description of crystal
Max dimensions(mm)
Volume by calculation(mm3)
Absorption coefficient (cm. )
C: Data collection
Temperature("C)
sin dJI(A 1)
Scan width ('in 2d)
Steps per scan
No. reflections
D: Retinement using Bragg data
No. observations(/Vo)
No. parameters(AIp)
R(A
R,(D
Goodness of fit
lF"- FJ^*lo,
Max. extinction factor
Mosaic spread (secs of arc)
l\p^ lIp

Presentwork
1.0353(1)
7.s88(2)
7.688(2)
2.8895(6)
Bragg
1.2x'1.2x1.5
1.08
0.0041

X-ray'

24
0.796
3.0-5.0
75-95
709(2 octants)
Model 1
709
46
3.7%
4.5%
1.61
7.2(241)
0.28(002)
0.52,0.21,0.13

24
0.683
3.0-5.0
75-95
456(1 octant)
Model2
709
46
3.7"/"
4.57o
1.62
7.0(241)
0.28(002)
0.54,0.20,0.15
o.8h

1.3o/"

Mol(d

7.5785(6)
7.6817(7)
2.8864(3)
Satellites
1.6x1.7x5.3
13.2
0.0041

A/ote.'Figuresin parentheses represent estimated standard deviations in the last decimal place quoted. This convention applies to all subsequent
tables.
- X-ray cell parametersfrom Angel
and Prewitt (1986).

tions were monitored at regular intervals, and they showed
no significant variation with time. The step scansof the
Bragg reflections were integrated with a modified Lehmann-Larsen algorithm (Grant and Gabe, 1978)with the
option to modify background settingsinteractively. Satellite intensity data were integratedby taking the first and
last l0o/oofeach scanas representativeofthe background
and then subtracting the calculatedbackground from the
counts accumulated for the central 800/oof the scan.
Refinements using the Bragg reflection data were carried out with the RFINE-88 program, a developmentversion of RFINE-4 (Finger and Prince, 1975). All refinements utilized -F with weights set to [o] + (0.02n'z1-t,
where o. was derived from counting statistics. Five reflections with 1 < 0 were included in the refinementswith
.F set to zero. Neutron scattering lengths of 5.803/ (:
fermi) for O,3.449f for Al, and 4.149f for Si were taken
from Koester and Steyerl (1977). The atomic parameters
reported by Angel and Prewitt (1986) were taken as starting values in the refinements, the results of which are
discussedin detail below. Initial refinements resulted in
many strong reflectionsexhibiting 4u ( F""r",a clear indication ofthe presenceofextinction efects. A correction
for isotropic secondaryextinction reducedthe magnitude
of F.* - {u," for many of these reflections but failed to
correct the observedvariation in ry'-scandata. The introduction of anisotropic extinction parameters(type I crystal with Lorentzian mosaic distribution; Becker and Coppens, 1974) reduced the discrepanciesfor the strongest
reflections(002 and 002) from (F"0.- F*^)/or: -111
to -2 and R, from 4.3 to 3.7o/o,as well as corrected the
ry'-scandata. The presenceof anisotropic extinction precluded the averagingofthe data, so all ofthe refinements

reported here were for two asymmetric units of unaveraged data and include a refined anisotropic extinction
correction.
Avnn-lcp

srRUcruRE

The mullite structure consistsof chains of edge-sharing
AlOu octahedra parallel to the c axis. These octahedral
chains are crosslinked by double chains of Si and Al
tetrahedrain an arrangementthat is similar to that found
in sillimanite (Fig. lA). In mullite, however, the ratio of
tetrahedral Al:Si is greater than the ratio l:l found in
sillimanite, and some O sites are only partially occupied
so as to compensatefor the substitution of Al for Si:
2talsia++ Or- - 2latAl3++ a.

(4)

This exchangereaction is the basis of the mullite solid
solution Alr[Alr*r"Si, ,,]O,o-. in which x can range (in
principle) from 0, which corresponds to sillimanite,
AlrSiO5, to l, which correspondsto AlrOr. The partially
occupied O site in the mullite structure is Oc, which forms
the central cross link in the double tetrahedral chains.
When this site is vacant the coordination by O of the two
adjacent T sites is only three, so theseare also vacant in
preferenceto occupancyofa pair ofalternative sites denoted T*. In order to maintain reasonabletetrahedral coordination of these T* sites, the bridging O atoms of the
adjacent T-O-T groups are displaced toward the T* sites
to form a TrT*O group (Fig. lB). This displaced O site
is desigrratedOc*.
The average structure corresponding to this general
schemewas first determined with X-ray diffraction data
by Sadanagaet al. (1962) and confirmed by Burnham
(1964) and Durovi0 (1969). DuroviE and Fejdi (1976)
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found essentiallythe same structure for a phasein which
the Si was replacedby Ge, and more recently the average
structure was analyzedto somewhat higher resolution by
Angel and Prewitt (1986). The parametersof this average
structure model were refined using our neutron diffraction data with the occupanciesofall sites constrained to
correspond to the composition x : 0.40 and all of the Si
allocatedto the T site. The - 180/odifferencebetweenthe
neutron scattering lengths of Al and Si normally allows
their distribution in aluminosilicatesto be refined directly. A refinement of the distribution of Si and Al between
the T and T* sites was therefore carried out, subject to
the constraintofx:
0.40. This resultedin a significant
improvement in the refinement indices and, also, in similar thermal parameters for the two types of tetrahedral
sites.Final refinementindices,positional parameters,and
bond lengthsfrom this refinement are reported in Tables
l, 2, and 3 under model I . The refined scatteringlengths
for the tetrahedral sites correspond to a distribution of
0.05(2)si+ 0.15(2)Alon T* and 0.25(2)Si+ 0.55(2)Al
on T, if the composition correspondsexactly to:r : 0.40.
However, the esd of 0.02 for these occupanciesfrom the
refinement does not account for the uncertainty of +0.01
in x; when this is included the esd for the Si occupancy
of both sites becomes +0.04. A further refinement, in
which x and the distribution of Si and Al were varied,
gave T* : 0.065(23)Si+ 0.128(24)Al,t : 0.242(23)Si
+ 0.565(23)4l,and x: 0.386(6),althoughthe refinement
indices showed no improvement in fitting the data. We
therefore conclude that the current data do not distinguish between a model with all of the Si on the T sitesor
one with some small amount of Si on the T* sites.
The positional parameters of model I (Table 2) are
identical, within 3o, to those previously reported by
Burnham (1964) for an almost identical composition and
to the final parametersreported for this sample by Angel
and Prewitt (1987), with the exception of the Oab site.
There are a number of shortcomings with this simple
model. The thermal parameters of the O sites are very
large compared to those of the correspondingsites in sillimanite (Petersonand McMullan, 1986). In particular,
the thermal ellipsoids of the Oab and Od atoms are elongated parallel to the vector between T and T*, a result
ascribedby Burnham (1964)to differentpositionsfor these
atoms as correlated with the local occupanciesof T or
T*. Furthermore, the T-O bond lengths (Table 3) are intermediate between those of the Si and Al tetrahedra of
sillimanite. This is consistent with the T site containing
both Al and Si, and further O displacementsassociated
with ordering ofthem are also to be expected.
Angel and Prewitt (1987) refined anharmonic thermal
parametersfor the Oab and Od O sites in order to model
the different positions of the O atoms taken in response
to different local T and T* site occupancies.The same
approach was successfullyapplied to our neutron data,
but the absenceof sin d/tr variation in neutron scattering
lengths allows the more direct approach of refining split
sites for several atom positions. A starting model was
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Fig. 1. (A) Sillimanite viewed approximately along the c axis
(coordinatesfrom Petersonand McMullan, 1986).(B) The local
configuration around a single O vacancy in mullite. The arrows
indicate the transfer ofAl from the T sites adjoining the vacancy
into T* sites. (C) A single layer of the structure of Alr(BOr)Ou,
in which all ofthe tetrahedra are involved in TrO groups. The
site labeling follows that of mullite, not that of the original structure determination (Sokolova et al., I 978); circles representtlreecoordinate B. Drawings made with a modified version of Struplo
(Fischer,1985).

developed by comparisons with the structures of sillimanite (Fig. lA) and a boroaluminate, Al5 (BO3)O., with
a very similar structure (Fie. lC; Sokolova et al., 1978).
The AlOu octahedra in this structure are arranged in the
same way as those in mullite and sillimanite, whereas the
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Tmu 2. Positionaland thermalparametersfor mullite
Irr r

AI
I

T'
Oab
Oc
Oc'
od

AI
T1

r2

T'
Oabl
Oab2
Oab'
Oc
Oc.
od
od-

0
0.1490(1)
0.262s(5)
0.3s838(7)
.t12
0.449s(5)
o.12733(7)

0
0.3400(1)
0.2067(5)
0.42238(8)
0
0.050s(5)
0.21843(7)

0
1t2
1t2
1t2
1t2
1t2
0

0
0.148(1)
0.1502(7)
0.2622(5)
0.3591(5)
0.350e(2)
0.3791(6)
1t2
0.4501(s)
0.1188(2)
0.1409(2)

0
0.3455(9)
0.3362(7)
0.20s7(5)
0.4110(6)
0.4356(2)
0.4039(7)
0
0.0s02(4)
0.2259(2)
0.2067(21

0
1t2
112
112
1t2
1t2
1t2
1t2
1t2
0.024(1)
0.020(2)

Itodel 1
0.0025(1) 0.0017(1)
0.0017(1) 0.00220)
0.0017(5) 0.0021(5)
0.0044(1) 0.0062(1)
0.0052(6) 0.005q6)
0.0026(6) 0.0023(6)
0.0049(1) 0.0041(1)
Model2
0.0024(1) 0.00170)

0.0105(9)
0.0141(s)
0.017(4)
0.0111(6)
0.062(3)
0.028(3)
0.0258(a

0.0002(1
)
-0.0001(1)
-0.0001(4)
-0.00285(6)
-0.0013(4)
-0.000q3)
-0.00232(5)

0.0102(9)

0.0002(1)

0.ooo8(4)

0.0019(4)

0.012(3)

-0.0002(4)

0.0049(6)
0.0021(s)

0.0M3(6)
0.0016(5)

0.06i](3)
0.02s(3)

-0.0006(3)
-0.0003(3)

BJB*

Occ.

0.45
0.46
0.48
0.95
1.48
0.69
0.98

1.0Al
1.00
0.40
0.20
1.00

0.43
0.4312)
0.431
0.34
0.41(21
0.411
0.411
1.42
0.61
0.51(2)
0.51t

1.0Al
0.3 si
0.s Al
0.2Al
0.3O
0.5o
0.2o
0.40
0.20
0.3O
02o

*. In model1 the refinedscatteringlengthsfor T andT'were 0.2933(1S)fand
0.0726(15)trespectively.
positionsof a splitsitewereconstrained
to be equal.
factorsof the individual
t In model2 the isotropictemperature

of T*. The situation of the Od site in mullite is more
complicated, as it is bonded to two tetrahedral cations,
and a number of local configurationsare possible:T-OdT, T-Od-T*, T't-Od-T, and T*-Od-T*. On the basis of
the Al, (BO3)O. structure, and becauseit would require
the presenceof two adjacent Oc vacancies,we exclude
the possibility of T*-Od-T* linkages.Also, in Al'(B03)06
Alr[Alr*r,Sir-2"]O,o-", x: 1.0 - AL[AL]O,
the O atoms equivalent to Od in mullite are displaced
- Al,[Al,B]O,.
(5) toward the T site and away from the T* sites. Computer
(PadIn the sillimanite structure,the Si and Al siteshave slight- simulations of mullitelike defects in sillimanite
dispreparation)
these
same
suggest
that
in
lewski
et
al.,
ly different x and y coordinates; therefore, our mullite
We
alplacements
itself.
therefore
within
mullite
occur
plane
T
in
the
xyt/z
model includes a splitting of the site
:
inro Tl (0.3 Si) and T2 (0.5 Al). Associated with the located 0.2 O atoms to an Od* site offthe plane z 0 in
ordering of Si and Al in sillimanite are displacementsof mullite. The remaining Od sites are assumedto be inthe coordinating O atoms toward the Si sites. The Oab volved in Al-Od-Si linkages(i.e., T-Od-T), and our analogy with sillimanite suggeststhat thesetoo should be dissite in mullite was therefore split into two sites (Oabl
and Oab2) to correspondto Si or Al occupancyofT, and placedoffthe plane z: 0.
The results from the refinement of this split-site model
into a third position, Oab* correspondingto occupancy
are reported in Tables l, 2, and 3 as model 2. Table 4l
contains calculated and observed structure factors for both
TABLE
3. Bondlengthsfor mullite
models. It is gratifying to note that the refined splittings
(e.g.,the z coordinates of Od and Od*) are very similar
Model2
Model 1
to those found in sillimanite and Al'(BOr)Ou. Although
1.921(3)
Al-Oab1
1.8949(3)
t4l
there is no direct information regarding correlations be-Oab2
1.899(1
)
-Oab1.862(3)
tween the occupanciesofvarious partially occupied sites
-od
-od
1.956(1) in this model of mullite, by considering some of the T-O
1.9356(5)
I2l
-od1.914(2)
distances(Table 3), it is possible to deduce some of the
T1-Oab1
1.680(e)
1.708(1)
T-Oab
-Oc
-Oc
1.631(7) local arrangementsor clustersthat probably occur within
1.6688(9)
-od
-Oc'
1.667(6)
1.729(4)
the crystal. The geometry of theseclustersalso compares
-Oc'
1.783(4)
favorably with those found in sillimanite and Al' (BOr)Ou
-od
1.702(6)
T2-Oab2
1.7271(6)
I2l
-Oc
1.696(5)
(Figs. 2 and 3).

AlOo tetrahedra form TrO groups corresponding to the
T*TrO groups in mullite. There are no double tetrahedral
chains in the Als (BO3)O. structure becauseevery alternate bridging O site along the c axis is vacant, corresponding to x: 1.0 in the mullite formula if the B atoms
are consideredto replaceAl in one-quarter ofthe T sites:

T.-Oab
-Oc.
-od

t2l

1.809(4)
1.856(5)
1.772(21

-Oc'
-Oc.
-od
-od'
T'-Oab
-Oc'
-od,

1.749(71
1.811(6)
1.751(s)
1.707(71
1.761(7)
1.8s8(5)
1.761(6)

' To receivea copy of Table4, orderdocumentAM-91-452
from the BusinessOfrce, MineralogicalSocietyof America,I130
Seventeenrh
StreetNw, Suite 330, Washington,DC 20036,
U.S.A.Pleaseremit $5.00in advancefor the microfiche.
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Fig.2. (a) Possiblelocal environments around the Oc site of
mullite, derived from the split-site model on the basis of bond
lengths (Table 3), compared to (b) configurations found in
Als(BO3)O6and sillimanite. Numbers are bond lengthsin A.

Supnnsrnucrunr
The modulated ordering within the mullite structure
gives rise to the satellite reflectionswithin the diffraction
pattern. Their positiot, at lzc* + 0.30a*, indicates that
the ordering patterns have repeat periods of 2 unit cells
along the c axis and approximately 3.3 unit cells along
the a axis. However, the analysisof McConnell and Heine
(1984) allows the ordering to be analyzedin terms of two
ordering patterns, each with unit cells a x b x 2c, which
then occur successivelyalong the modulation direction.
These ordering schemesare representedby the two differencestructuresp, (r) and p, (r), whose symmetrieswere
determined to be P"nnm and P,bnm, respectively, by a
combination of group theoretical analysis (McConnell and
Heine, 1985a)and experimental results(Angel and Prewitt, 1987). These ordering patterns can, in principle, be
refined directly by using the satellite intensities and a superspacegroup. However, becausethe satellitereflections
are so weak and diffirse (Welberry and Withers, 1990),
we derive the ordering schemesfrom examination of two
Patterson functions related to the two ordering patterns.
The plus Pattersonfunction (P*) is simply the sum of the
Pattersonfunctions of the two ordering schemes,whereas
the minus Patterson function (P ) is a cross-correlation
function between the pair of ordering patterns (McConnell and Heine, 1984).Our analysis,describedbelow,
proceededby postulating two ordering patterns and constructing the correspondingdifferencestructuresp, (r) and
pr(r). The difference structures pi(r) and p!(r) were then
derived using Equation 3, and from these we calculated
the satellite intensities (Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4 of McConnell
and Heine, 1984), from which Patterson functions were
then constructed. These calculated Patterson functions
were then compared with the two Patterson functions

/;

AI
Fig. 3. (a) Possiblelocal environments around the Od site of
mullite, derived from the split-site model on the basis of bond
lengths (Table 3), and compared to (b) configurations found in
sillimanite and Al,(BOr)O,. The dashedline indicates the plane
z : 0, which is an m" mirror in the mullite average structure;
only one of each of the symmetrically equivalent local configurations is shown in a.

constructed from the observed satellite intensity data (Figs.
44, 5A). In addition, the calculated satellite intensities
were compared with the observed intensities by calculat-

ing a conventionalR index (: >ll4l - l4ll/>l.F.l) for
the 264 data with Fo > 3or. Note that these were calculated without any refinement of any structural parameters; only the scalefactor was refined.
It is expectedfrom examination of the averagestructure that a major contribution to the ordering in mullite
comes from the arrangementof the O atoms and vacancies on the bridging sites (Oc and Oc*) of the tetrahedral
chains, together with the consequentordering involving
T and T* and the displacementsof the O atoms on the
Oab and Od sites.This ordering is restricted to the P,nnm
[i.e., p, (r)] difference structure becauseordering on the
Oc site is not permitted by the P,bnm symmetry of p, (r).
The absolute magnitude of this O-vacancy ordering is
degeneratewith the scalefactor for the satellite reflections
and thus cannot be determined. The assumption was
therefore made that these O atoms and vacancies are
maximally ordered; the magnitude of this ordering was
set to 0.2 atoms overall on the Oc + 2Oc* sites,resulting
in maximum and minimum occupanciesof 1.0 and 0.6
O atoms. The Patterson maps calculated on this basis
(Figs. 48 and 58) reproduce many of the major features
of the Pattersonmaps calculatedfrom the data (Figs. 4,A'
and 5A), confirming that O-vacancy ordering is a major
feature of the incommensuratestructure of mullite. Note
that, unlike the previous analysis (Angel and Prewitt,
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in the text.
from variousmodelsdescribed

pretation of the averagestructure (Figs. 2 and 3) implies
that at least some of the Al-Si ordering is driven by the
ordering of T-T* occupancies.Further maps were therefore calculatedfrom a number of ordering models to test
1987), the P function from this ordering alone (Fig. 5B) this possibility.
The introduction of Al-Si ordering adds two more variis not zero. This is becausealthough pr(r) is identically
zero, both of the difference structures used to calculate ables into the analysis, i.e., the magnitudes of Al-Si orthe P Patterson, p{(r) and p'r(r), are nonzero (Eq. 3). In dering (including their signs)in each of the two difference
the regions of the maps most sensitive to the pattern of structures.We first consider the addition of Al-Si orderO displacements within the difference structures, the ing to the P"nnm difference structure. If only Al-containagreement between calculated and observed Patterson ing T sites are linked to T* sites, the range of ordering
functions is poor. This suggeststhat additional ordering allowed on the fully occupied T site is from Al, o to
of Al and Si is presentwithin mullite. Indeed, our inter- Aloosio6,and the correspondingoccupanciesofthe less-
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TABLE
5. Siteoccupancies
in mullitecomponentstructures
Site

Avg. oc!.

T1
T2
TOabl
Oab2
OabOc
Oc'
od
od.

0.3si
0.5 Al
0.2 Al
0.3 0

0.so

0.20
0.40
0.20
0.30
0.20

Pfinm
Amp.

-0.2
+0.4
-0.2
-0.2
+0.4
-0.2
+o.2
-o.2
-0.2
+o.2

+p1(r)
Occ.

-p'(r)
Occ.

Ppnm
Amp.

+p2rl
Occ.

-pztl
Occ.

0.1
0.9
0.0
0.1
0.9
0.0
0.6
0.0
0.1
0.4

0.5
0.1
0.4
0.5
0.1
0.4
0.2
o.4
0.5
0.0

-0.1
+0.1
0.0
-0.1
+0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
-0.1
0.0

0.2
0.6
o.2
0.2
0.6
o.2
0.4
0.2
o.2
0.2

0.4
0.4
o.2
0.4
o.4
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.4
0.2

Note; The table lists the average site occupanciesfor each site in the mullite structure together with the amplitudesand signs of the two ordering
patterns of the best-fit model of the in@mmensuratestructure.Together, these define the local occupanciesin the component structures p.*(r) + p,(r),
etc.

occupied T site are Siouand Al., respectively.The Patterson functions calculated from these ordering patterns,
which also include the relevant O displacements(Figs.
4C, 4D, and 5C, 5D), show that the secondof thesetwo
extremesis inconsistent with the experimental data. Further calculations show that the magnitude of AI-Si ordering within P,nnm is not critical to the appearanceof
the Patterson functions, provided the Al content of the
more occupied T site exceeds0.8. Our subsequentcalculations therefore proceeded on the basis of a P,nnm
difference structure containing what we term an optimal
degreeof Al-Si order;this has T,o: AlonSi6,and Tou:
Al0 rsi. 5, an arrangementthat not only meetsthe criteria
derived from examination of the average structure, but
also avoids Al-Oc-Al linkages. Patterson functions corresponding to this ordering pattern are shown in Figures
4G and 5G.
Heine and McConnell (1984) showed that an incommensuratemodulation in an insulator such as mullite must
be stabilized by the gradient interaction oftwo ordering
schemes.The final step in our analysis is therefore to
characterize the ordering within the second difference
structure, p, (r). Since this has symmetry P,bnm, only AlSi ordering is allowed, and if we assumethat no Si occupies the T* sites, then this ordering must be restricted
to the T sites and have the same pattern as that found in
sillimanite (McConnell and Heine, 1985a).Again, a continuous range of ordering is possible.As all of the T sites
are 800/o
occupied,occupancyrangingfrom Al, to AlrSiou
is allowed on a particular T site, the occupanciesof the
remaining sites being constrained by symmetry. Figures
4E-4H and 5E-5H were calculatedwith varying degrees
of order in P,bnm while retaining the optimal ordering
pattern in \nnm. The pairs of Figures 4E, 5E and 4H,
5H were calculated from maximum ordering in P,bnm,
but with opposite signs.This correspondsto changingthe
order in which the ordering patternsoccur along the modulation wave from +p, (r), + p2(r), -p, (r), -p, (r) . . . , to
+p, (r), - pr(r), -p, (r), + pr(r) .. . . Comparison of the
P- functions (Figs. 5E, 5H) clearly indicates that the first
choice is the correct solution. The series of Patterson
functions shown in Figures 4E, 4F,4G and 5E, 5F, 5G

is representativeofthe efects ofdecreasing the degreeof
Al-Si order in P,bnm from maximum (Figs. 4E, 5E) to
zero (Figs. 4G, 5G) through a difference structure that
representsthe maximum degreeof ordering without the
necessity of generating any Al-O-Al linkages (Figs. 4F,
5F). This last model, with the site occupanciesdetailed
in Table 5, seemsto representthe best match (Figs. 4F,
5F) to the experimental data.
The major discrepanciesbetween the best calculated
(Figs. 4F, 5F) and the observed Patterson functions are
still in those areasin which the density arisesfrom vectors betweenthe various O sites.Although thesegenerally
have the correct sign, they are incorrect in detail. This
can be attributed in part to the shortcomings of our description of the O sites in the model of the averagestructure; for example, even the split-site model for the Oab
site still results in T-O bond lengths (Table 3) that are
intermediate between those expectedfor Al-O and Si-O
bonds. The split between the true positions of the O atoms in these two environments should therefore be larger, and the contribution to the Patterson functions thereby modified. Similarly, the bridging O site of the
tetrahedral chains has been modeled as a central Oc site
together with two Oc* sites correlated with the T* site
occupancy. However, by analogy with sillimanite, we
would expect the bridging O atom of Al-O-Si groups also
to be displaced from the symmetry center. Attempts to
model such a movement in averagestructure refinements
were unsuccessfulbecause of correlations between parameters, so we were unable to include the effect of such
a displacement in our models for the incommensurate
ordering.
A physical picture of this ordering in mullite is best
obtained by considering unit cells within the crystal where
q.l : ntr/2. For example,where q'l : 2ntr, sin(q'l) is
zero, cos(q.l) is unity, and the structure is given by p"""(r)
+ p, (r) in Equation l. Similarly, the secondordering pattern appears in unit cells where S'l : (t, + 1)r/2. The
structure within the crystal in two such cells is drawn out
in Figure 6; these will be referred to as the component
structures. It will be noted that both of the component
structurescontain siteswith partial occupancy,indicating
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Fig. 6. The (001) layers ofthe component structuresderived
from the best fit to the observed satellite intensity data. The O
atoms at the Oab and Od sites are included, but their displacements are not shown; details of theseand the distribution of Al
and Si among the tetrahedralsitesof both components:ue given
in Table 5. (A) The component structure [p, (r) + p.""(r)] derived
from the P"nnm dlfference structure exhibits O atom-vacancy
ordering and ordering ofthe overall occupanciesofthe tetrahedral sites (T and T*) in addition to Al-Si ordering (Table 5).
Possible local configurations around the two distinct Oc sites

within this component are shown on the right side of the diagram, together with their frequency of occurrence. The + provides an indication of the undisplaced O position Oc, the tr
indicates a vacancy. (B) The component structure [pr(r) + p"""(r)]
derived from the P"bnm difference structure exhibits Al-Si ordering on the T sites (Table 5) without ordering either O atoms
and vacancies on Oc, or the occupancy of T*. The right side
illustrates the possiblelocal configurationsaround the single Oc
position in this component.

that, like the averagestructure, they too are an average.
This averageis taken over all of the crystal with the same
value of q.r, which in mullite is a (100) plane, perpendicular to the modulation direction. Becauseof the 7zc*
component of the ordering vector, both component structures also have a two-layer repeat along the c axis, with
successivelayers having the opposite ordering pattern.
Thus a site that is enriched in Si in one layer will be
enriched in Al in the adjacent layers.
The P,nnm component structure (Fig. 6A) has maximum ordering of O atoms and vacanciesover the bridging O atom positions of the tetrahedral chains, which
drives the ordering of Al into the T* sites. This in turn

is responsible for the displacement of further O atoms
from the Oc position to Oc* and for small movements of
the O atoms on the Oab and Od sites. Becauseof the
presenceof a symmetry center at the Oc position, the
component structure appearsto contain a TrTfO group.
Not only is this unreasonableon crystal-chemical grounds,
as it would require T*-O bonds of 2.2 A, but such configurations are specificallyexcluded by the studies ofthe
diffuse scattering from mullite by Welberry and Withers
(1990). This group must thereforerepresenta centrosymmetric averageof two acentric TrT*O groups, which we
believe to be AlrO groupslike thosefound in Al' (BOr)Ou.
As illustrated in Figure 6,4.,this accountsfor 800/oof the
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groups at a fully occupied bridgrng O atom site; the remainder may be Si-Oc-Al groups. The second type of
bridging O atom site in this component is 400/ovacanti
however, when it is occupied, our best-fit model is consistent with the formation of a mixture of Al-O-Si and
Si-O-Si groups.
The Ppnm component structure(Fig. 6B) contains 200lo
vacancies on the bridging O atom sites, and symmetry
requires that thesemust be distributed at random, as far
as the incommensurate ordering is concerned. Consequently, both of these sites (Oc and Oc*) and the two
tetrahedral sites, T and T*, retain the same overall occupancy as the averagestructure, and the only ordering
is that of Al and Si over the T sites following the sillimanite pattern together with associateddisplacementsof
the Oab and Od O atoms. As in the \nnm component,
the T-O-T group in the P,bnm component representsan
average,consisting of AlrO groups, probably with Si-OAl and Si-O-Si groups.
Cotccr,usrol.{s
We have successfullydemonstrated that mullite contains two ordering schemesthat are modulated in quadrature along the [00] direction. In addition to confirming
the general features of these ordering schemesdeduced
by Angel and Prewitt (1987), we have identified the presence of Al-Si ordering within both components of the
modulation. The degreeof ordering most consistentwith
the experimental data correspondsto an Al-Si distribution that allows the local environments within the mullite
crystal to resemblethose found in similar stoichiometric
and commensurately ordered structures. The driving force
for Al-Si ordering appearsto be the exclusion ofSi from
T siteslinked to Al-containing T* siteswithin a TrT*Oc*
grouping. Not only is the local chargebalanceoptimized
at the Oc* site by this scheme(Sadanagaet al., 1962),but
it also explains why q is not parallel to a* for compositions x > 0.50; the compositionx : 0.50 correspondsto
the Al-rich limit of this avoidancerule for Si (Ylii-Jiiiiski
and Nissen, 1983).Further local ordering of O atoms and
vacancies,over and above that representedby the incommensurate modulation, must occur u/ithin the structure
if TrTfOc $oups are to be avoided, and this was recently
confirmed by an analysis of the difuse scattering from
this samesampleof mullite (Welberry and Withers, 1990).
Computer simulations by Padlewski et al., (in preparation) of various local confrgurationsin mullite also show
that the most energeticallyfavorable arrangement of atoms around an Oc* position is AlrAl* and that TrTlOc
groups can be excludedon the basisofthese calculations.
The presenceofboth this short-rangeorder, and the incommensurateorder, means that the mullite solid solution is essentially completely ordered with almost zero
configurational entropy and a lower enthalpy than a corresponding disordered phase.
We should also emphasizethat we have succeeded,as
predicted by Simmons and Heine (1987), in interpreting
the ordering in mullite with an analysis based upon the
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physicsof ordering at temperaturesjust below f, whereas our data was collectedfrom the crystal at temperatures
far below 7"".This analysis has avoided all ofthe problems associatedwith refinements of such structures that
employ arbitrary supercell methods; by using the plus
and minus Patterson functions, we are able to identifo
the ordering schemeswithout losing the fundamental incommensuratenature of the structure. It is to be hoped
that, in the future, our results will provide the basis for a
suitably constrained (Simmons and Heine, 1987) fourdimensional refinement of a diffraction data set measured
using mullite exhibiting sharp satellite reflections.
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